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Control rights, especially worker residual control rights have become more and 
more important issues in corporate governance. Whereas, the effective oversight role 
of workers has been neglected in the current studies on residual control rights & 
worker residual control rights . Basing on the supervision efficiency function, the 
paper explores the theory of worker residual control rights from new aspect. The 
contents of the whole paper are structured as follows: 
Chapter 1 is the part of the foreword, in which the main theme of the paper is 
introduced . 
Chapter 2 compares the literatures of control rights & residual control rights. 
Chapter 3 outlines the study of worker residual control rights.  
Chapter 4 is the highlighted section in this paper. Through the establishment of 
supervision efficiency function, the paper addresses the theory of worker residual 
control rights from new perspective. 
Chapter 5 furthers the study of worker residual control rights by analyzing the 
particularity of property right of SOE in China and investigating the reason of 
supervision failure in SOE reform. Also some suggestions conforming to the situation 
in China has put forward. 
Chapter 6 provides the prospect for worker residual control rights  
The paper holds that worker residual control rights is an effective balance 
mechanism for enterprise manager’s adverse selection & moral hazard. Because of  
the incomplete of external governance and operation cost, the optimal internal 
supervision would play a greater significance for SOE reform in China. Furthermore 
in Chinese SOE, external supervision weighs less than internal supervision, Thus the 
introducing of worker residual control rights could strengthen internal supervision. 
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令雇主为 B，雇员为 W，x为 W所有可能行为模式的集合中的元素。“如果 W允许
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